Abstract-Circuit simulation is widely used in communication and control equipment hardware design. This article introduces an extended version of the popular Qucs circuit simulator called Qucs-0.0.19S. It is a simulation tool which supports multiple SPICE circuit simulators, including Ngspice and Xyce. The package is equipped with a graphical user interface, component and compact device modelling tools, a choice of simulation engine, and advanced simulation data post-processing facilities. It allows user to construct simulation components using XSPICE "CodeModelling" and to add simulation techniques via Nutmeg scripting. Qucs-0.0.19S is targeted at academic and industrial applications. This paper presents the package software implementation details and a series of typical application studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Open source software offers access and cost benefits to enterprise information technology. However, not all sectors have a fully developed software base. One example is electronic design automation (EDA) where General Public Licence (GPL) circuit simulation and printed circuit board layout packages are undergoing rapid development. The "Quite universal circuit simulator" (Qucs) [1] , [2] is one of a new breed of GPL circuit simulator. Qucs was started by M. Margraf and S. Jahn in 2001. The initial intention was that Qucs should be primarily an RF circuit analysis package which offered features not found in SPICE. Recently a new team took over responsible for Qucs development. Qucs-0.0.19S is a freely available package with versions for Linux, Windows © and MacOS © . It includes a simulation kernel called Qucsator. Although Qucsator has acceptable performance it is not fully compatible with SPICE 2g6 or 3f5 [3] , [4] . Qucs has a unique netlist syntax and model format with SPICE support implemented via a software compatibility layer. It does not allow direct access to manufacturers SPICE models and libraries. The compatibility layer also prohibits access to a number of SPICE built in models, simulation types and the Nutmeg scripting language. A "Spice4qucs" subsystem has been added to Qucs to form Qucs-0.0.19S [5] , and hence overcome these limitations, [6] . Spice4qucs is not another SPICE simulation kernel but acts as an interface to a number of established GPL SPICE engines. These have excellent performance, but usually lack a graphical user interface (GUI) for schematic capture and external simulator launch control. The reverse is true for Qucs which is distributed with mature GUI and modelling tools. Evaluation of GPL SPICE simulators, plus feedback from Qucs users, suggested; (a) Qucs should support several SPICE GPL kernels, (b) Qucs should not simple be a schematic capture and simulation software package but must also offer advanced data processing features, and (c) provide a range of compact device modelling facilities. Factor (a) is met by the Ngspice [7] and XYCE [8] SPICE simulators. Moreover, Spice4qucs is able to launch both simulators from the Qucs GUI. Qucsator has excellent small signal AC and Sparameter simulation performance. But Qucsator time-domain simulation is not that stable. In particular, Qucsator cannot reliably simulate switching circuits. The addition of SPICE based simulation to Qucs allows this limitation to be largely eliminated, making Qucs-0.0.19S, a viable choice for research and industrial circuit design [9] , [10] .
II. AN OVERVIEW OF QUCS-0.0.19S COMPONENT MODELS
The Spice4qucs subsystem is designed for the simulation of Qucs circuit schematics with Ngspice or Xyce launched as external simulation engines [11] . In general a legacy Qucs circuit doesn't require tweaking to simulate it with Qucs-0.0.19S. Qucs legacy passive components can be simulated without modification by Qucs-0.0.19S. In addition Qucs-0.0.19S introduces a group of passive component models with SPICE format. Qucs legacy semiconductor device models are SPICE incompatible. Similar to passive components active device models have a fixed list of named parameters [1] , [12] , which in some cases are SPICE incompatible. Qucs-0.0.19S allows users to construct SPICE device definitions from a name, a model specifier and a SPICE style "modelcard". These can be attached to a schematic symbol and passed directly to a SPICE kernel.
Qucs-0.0.19S subcircuit and library components form part of a file component subclass. These allow the construction of more complex components from pre-defined model primitives and manufactures models. Qucs-0.0.19S allows users access to the following types of file component: 1) Subcircuits, for the construction of new components from predefined components. This form of subcircuit is identical to the original Qucs implementation [12] , except that each subcircuit is stored as a .SUBCKT netlist; 
For example, consider the RC-network schematic given in Figure 1 . Qucs simulation icons and equations are represented as a special form of component. The Qucs netlist has a declarative format. During scanning Qucsator automatically separates components, equations, and simulator directives. The order has no effect on the final result. The Qucs netlist for the RC network is: # Qucs 0 . 0 . 1 9 RC1 . s c h Vac : V1 i n gnd U="1 V" f ="1000 kHz" R : R1 i n o u t R="Rs " C : C1 gnd o u t C="Cp" Eqn : Eqn1 Cp="1000 p " Rs ="1 k " Kv=" o u t . v / i n . v " E x p o r t =" yes " . AC: AC1 Type =" l o g " S t a r t ="1 Hz" Stop ="1000 kHz" P o i n t s ="121" Noise =" no " . TR : TR1 Type =" l i n " S t a r t ="0" Stop ="10 u " P o i n t s ="200"
The Ngspice netlist for the RC network is: * Qucs 0 . 0 . 1 9 RC1 . sch * P a r a m e t e r s s e c t i o n .PARAM Cp={1000 p} .PARAM Rs={1k} * Components s e c t i o n V1 i n 0 DC 0 SIN ( 0 1 1000K 0 0 ) AC 1 R1 i n o u t {RS} C1 0 o u t {CP} * S i m u l a t i o n s e x e c u t i o n s e c t i o n . c o n t r o l AC DEC 21 1 1000K l e t Kv=V( o u t ) / V( i n ) * Write r e s u l t t o t e x t f i l e w r i t e RC1 ac . t x t v ( i n ) v ( o u t ) Kv TRAN 5 e−08 1 e−05 0 * Write r e s u l t t o t e x t f i l e w r i t e RC1 tran . t x t v ( i n ) v ( o u t ) e x i t . endc * N e t l i s t ends h e r e .END Qucs output data are translated into an XML dataset when simulation finishes. The Ngspice netlist format is very close to an imperative programming language, with .PARAM directives listed in proper order for error free evaluation. Placed at the end of a Ngspice netlist is a.control ... .endc group. This group contains a Ngnutmeg post-processor script that is executed after a netlist is scanned by Ngspice. Figure 2 illustrates the interaction between schematic capture, simulation and data visualization for all simulators. A number of the SPICE simulation types generate Qucs incompatible output datasets, implying that they require unique custom parsers. The parsers implemented in the current version of Qucs-0.0.19S are for SPICE-3f5 raw-ASCII (AC, DC, TRAN, and Parameter sweep simulation), Fourier simulation, noise simulation and HB simulation (XYCE only). The Spice4qucs subsystem extracts output data from each simulation request and combines them into single Qucs XML dataset ready for processing by the Qucs data visualization system. 
IV. QUCS-0.0.19S SIMULATIONS A. Common simulations and simulation data postprocessing
The following simulation types are implemented .DC, .AC, .TRAN, .FOUR, .DISTO, .NOISE, and a new "Ngspice Custom" form. The XYCE simulation engine also supports singletone and multitone Harmonic Balance simulation. Qucs allows access to these different simulation domains from the GUI. The Qucs data post-processor has many SPICE incompatible functions. A way to overcome this is to pass post-processor directives directly to Nutmeg via a new component called "Nutmeg equation". Illustrated in Figure 3 is an RC network driven by an AC source. This demonstrates how .AC and .TRAN are defined and how "Nutmeg" can be used to determine, apparent, active and reactive power, given by 
B. Ngnutmeg scripting
Qucs-0.0.19S has a powerful new feature, called "Ngspice custom simulation", where a Nutmeg script is added to a Qucs schematic, allowing SPICE statements and Ngnutmeg scripts to be passed directly to a SPICE netlist. This allows easy access to all Ngnutmeg functions from the GUI, promoting construct of non-standard simulation sequences, for example scattering matrix, SWR and Monte-Carlo analysis. Moreover, Z parameter and other two port types of analysis are often not implemented by SPICE-compatible simulators. With Qucs-S, Ngspice, and Nutmeg scripting of two port network analysis becomes straight forward, see, Figure 4 . This figure illustrates a two port analysis/simulation approach for investigating the performance of a passive low-pass Butterworth LC-filter. In this example post-processor directives are used to extract voltage and current data from AC simulation output and convert it into the desired Z-parameter values. V. XSPICE SUPPORT IN QUCS-S XSPICE is SPICE 3 extension targeted at system-level circuit design. It is especially important in academic and industrial circuit and system design applications, ranging from power to communications frequencies. XSPICE introduces a set of additional analog and digital domain models which support mixed-mode simulation. The combination of Qucs-S and Ngspice adds for the first time to Qucs a group of XSPICE standard "CodeModel" blocks, for example the following analog devices are distributed with their original "out-ofbox" specification: gain block, integrator, differentiator, adder and multiplier. These allow simulation of both analog circuit and control system performance, see the PI-controller step response analysis shown in the Figure 5 .
To create a new XSPICE block using an "XSPICE generic device" component, (Figure 7 ) users simply provide a port list, a .MODEL reference and attach a symbol to the new device using the standard Qucs subcircuit technique [12] .
XSPICE is equipped with a feature that supports the development of new device XSPICE "CodeModels", [13] . XSPICE "CodeModels" can be compiled to and loaded from a single dynamic binary library. To use this facility simply add a special circuit symbol to a schematic, see Figure 7 . This specifies the location of a precompiled "CompactModel" library file. All "CodeModels" connected to other components on a schematic are accessed from a user-defined XSPICE block and SPICE .MODEL card. Step response (V) to RF circuit design without modification of Qucs or external simulator source code; 5) XSPICE supports system-level design. Also XSPICE "CodeModeling" techniques improve the facilities for compact device modelling, again without modification of simulator code sources. Qucs-0.0.19S is not simple another SPICE style circuit simulator package based on the original SPICE 3 source code but adds to the GPL circuit simulator group a package with advanced simulation capabilities, stable post-simulation data processing, device and circuit parameterization, and improved compact device modelling with the XSPICE "CodeModelling" system.
